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ABSTRACT 

Block copolymers are a unique class of polymers, in which two or more different 

polymer blocks are connected by covalent bonds. Because of the presence of different polymers 

in the single chain, block copolymers exhibit unique control over polymer properties. 

Furthermore, in the presence of external stimuli, block copolymer can phase separate into 

different morphologies depending upon the number of blocks and block ratio. The block 

copolymer morphologies in thin film can result in nanostructures ranging from 3 nm -100 nm. 

These nanostructures in thin films have applications in nanolithography, bit patterned media, 

filtration membranes, ion-conduction membrane, photonics etc. In this work, we have looked at 

self- assembly of triblock and diblock copolymers. Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene 

(AIBA) is a unique thermoplastic elastomeric polymer, having interesting properties in the bulk. 

Despite the interesting properties of AIBA polymer in the block , very little is known about the 

phase separation behavior of AIBA in thin films.  In this work. we have studied the morphology 

of phase separated AIBA triblock copolymer under the influence of temperature stimulus. We 

have successfully mapped out the different morphologies of AIBA polymer and compared it with 

the existing library of triblock copolymer morphology and simulation studies. On the other hand, 

controlling the alignment and orientation of diblock copolymers has been a challenge since the 

research on block copolymer thin films has started. In the second part of this work, we have 

successfully sandwiched between two neutral controlled the orientation of diblock copolymers 

surfaces. Additionally, we have aligned the BCPs by using the shear generated by elastomeric 
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top pad during thermal gradient based Cold Zone Annealing process.  Notably, the shear force 

during due to thermal expansion and contraction of elastomeric pad is much higher than 

mechanical shear, thus aligning the BCPs with a spread less than 5 degrees. We believe that this 

work possesses the potential of transitioning the use of block copolymers from lab scale to 

industrial scale for use in nanolithography and other applications.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

Block copolymers are macromolecules composed of sequences or blocks with different 

chemical repeating units. The discovery of termination-free anionic polymerization brought this 

new kind of polymer to the human world and opened a brand-new scientific field. In this case, it 

made possible that the various carbanion-terminated (“living”) linear polymer chain can be added 

as sequential monomers.1 Under the category of block copolymers, there are many different types 

of block copolymers. If there are only two different monomer types, such as polystyrene and 

polymethyl methacrylate, are involved in two-step anionic polymerization, then we will get a 

diblock copolymer (PS-b-PMMA). However, it is possible to obtain a triblock copolymer by 

improving the polymerization method into a three-step method. E.g. Poly(Alloocimene-b-

Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene). The structure of different types of block copolymers is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 A representative structural of different types of block polymers(Liner block copolymers,  

“Comb” graft copolymers, “Miktoarm” star terpolymers, Cyclic block terpolymers) Reproduced 

with permission from [45] Copyright © 2017 Polymers 
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Since the discovery of block copolymers, the application range of block copolymers is 

developing rapidly with new application being explored at industrial as well as lab scale. For 

example, Thermoplastic elastomers (Thermoplastic polyvinyl chloride, Thermoplastic 

polyurethane and so on), drug delivery, patterning, porous materials, photonics etc. are few 

examples of potential application of block copolymers (BCP)2. Thermoplastic elastomers are 

unique class of polymers which can exhibit both thermoplastic and elastomeric properties. This 

is mainly attributed to the use of the unique characteristics of block copolymers, which can 

contain both rubbery and rigid segments in it. The block copolymers, on application of a 

stimulus, phase separate into different morphologies due to dissimilarity of different blocks, 

which is referred to as self-assembly of block copolymers. These phases separated morphologies 

can be used to control polymer properties in bulk phase, liquid phase or thin films. In particular, 

phase separated block copolymer in thin films result in nanostructures on 3-100 nm size, which 

have application in nanolithography, photonics, electrochemical membranes, filtration 

membranes, sensors etc. The self-assembly of block copolymer is explained in detail in the 

following section.     

 

1. Self-Assembly of Block Copolymers (BCPs) 

The phase morphology of bulk diblock copolymers can be controlled by manipulating 

three  molecular parameters, which are, overall polymerization degree N, the block volume 

fraction  f, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ.3,4 Polymerization degree and volume 

fraction are adjusted by polymerization stoichiometry and can influence the translational and 

configurational entropy but Flory-Huggins interaction parameter is only determined by the 

monomer pair.1  
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Diblock copolymers, having two different block (A and B) phase separate into (1) 

Spherical (2) Cylindrical, (3) Gyroid, (4) Lamellar morphology under external stimulus. 5 In 

other words, when block ratio(A/B) changes continuously, the nanoscale morphology of block 

polymer will also change accordingly. The different nanoscale morphology of block polymers 

with different block ratio are shown in Figure 1.2a. 

Figure 1.2a. The different nanoscale morphology of AB diblock copolymer with different block ratio: S 

and S’ = Spherical, C and C’ = Cylindrical, G and G’ = Gyroid, L = Lamellar.6 (fa-the volume 

fraction of A-segment) Reproduced from Reference [45]. Copyright © 2012 Royal Society of 

Chemistry 

 

Block copolymers, as the name implies, are polymers that are covalently bonded together 

by two or more polymer segments with different chemical properties.7 Since the blocks do not 

mix, the repulsion between blocks causes the phase to micro phase separate.  

Different from the homopolymer blends, the block copolymer, due to the covalent 

bonding between blocks, has microphase separation instead of macroscopic phase separation. 

According to Flory-Huggin’s theory8, under ideal conditions, Gibb’s free energy of 

homopolymer blends A and B is shown as  

                           
𝛥G𝑚𝑖𝑥

𝜅𝑏𝑇
=

𝜙𝐴

NA
ln(𝜙𝐴) +

𝜙𝐵

NB
ln(𝜙𝐵) + 𝜙𝐴𝜙𝐵𝜒.                    (1) 

In equation (1), 𝛥G𝑚𝑖𝑥 is change in Gibb’s free energy, 𝜅𝑏 is Boltzmann’s constant, T is 

the temperature, 𝜙𝐴 and 𝜙𝐵 are volume fraction of two homopolymers, NA and NB are degree of 
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polymerizations of A and B, and 𝜒 is the Flory-Huggin’s interaction parameter. The first two 

terms on the right side of (1) correspond to the effect of entropy on free energy, and the last term 

corresponds to the change in enthalpy (𝜒 ∝ 1/T). Therefore, for symmetric homopolymer blends, 

around 𝜒𝑁 > 2 , the contribution to Gibb’s free energy of enthalpy will overcome the entropy’s 

part, in this case the phase separation will happen. However, for block copolymers, since it is 

connected by covalent bonds, the stretching of the chain segment leads to a decrease in entropy 

during phase separation9. And this will cause phase separation to take place at higher 𝜒𝑁 (around 

𝜒𝑁 > 10.5) . 

Figure 2b. shows that in equilibrium, diblock copolymer chains tend to be arranged with 

minimal free energy configurations. Increasing the energy parameter 𝜒 (For example, lowering 

the temperature) is conducive to the reduction of a-b monomer contacts.1 

Figure 1.2b. A schematic demonstrating ordered and disordered morphologies in asymmetric diblock 

copolymer. Reproduced with permissions from [1]. 

 

This phenomenon can be described through quantitative analysis. Figure 1.3 shows the 

phase diagram of diblock copolymers. The horizontal axis of Figure 1.3 is the volume fraction of 
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block A, the vertical axis is interaction strength10, As mentioned above, 𝜒 is generally inversely 

proportional to temperature, so when the degree of polymerization is high enough, increasing the 

temperature will make 𝜒 decrease. From Figure 1.3, we can see that the phase morphology of 

block polymer will become disordered corresponding to the bottom region of the figure. On the 

other hand, in the case of fixed 𝜒𝑁, for example, 𝜒𝑁 = 40, it can be seen from Figure 1.3. That 

the overall proportion of a single block in a diblock copolymer will also affect the phase state. 

From fA = 0.1 to fA = 0.5, the phase morphology of the diblock copolymer will experience 

spherical, cylindrical, gyroids and lamellar successively with the change of  fA. 

Figure 1.3. Theoretical and experimental phase diagram of diblock copolymers. Reproduced from  

Reference [45]. Copyright © 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry 

 

The microphase separation of BCPs produces nanostructures having periodicities ranging 

from 3-200 nm1. The morphology of these nanostructures is determined by the volume fraction 

of  blocks, and can be formed such as spherical, cylindrical, and lamellar as shown in Figure 2a. 

These nanostructures are potential candidates for use in applications including 

nanolithography11, membranes12, storage media13, photonics14, plasmonics15, sensors16, drug 
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delivery17 and so on. BCPs films (less than one micron thick) are particularly important for most 

of these applications. 

 

2. Block Copolymer Thin Film 

As mentioned above, for bulk block-copolymer, the phase separation of nanoscale 

morphology in the thermodynamic equilibrium state is determined by their chemical structure 

( such as different chemical properties block, polymerization 𝑁, and volume fraction  f ) and 

Flory-Huggin’s interaction parameter 𝜒. On the other hand, the morphology of block copolymer 

thin films is strongly influenced by their boundary conditions, which are mainly determined by 

their surface and interface. Therefore, the free energy sum of AB linear diblock copolymer films 

is composed of its bulk free energy (Fbulk) and the free energy of the surface or interface 

(Fsurface).
18 Since the thickness of block copolymer thin film is usually ranging from 5-100nm, it’s 

much smaller than a domain spacing of bulk. So, the effect of the surface free energy Fbulk on the 

total free energy becomes considerable. The surface energy can be described as 

                                               F = 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 + 𝐹𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 .                                                        (2)            

Although it is different from the bulk in terms of free energy, the phase morphology of 

the block copolymer thin film remains unchanged, with spherical, cylindrical, and lamellar 

structures. Facile stabilization of structures such as vertical cylinders and perpendicular lamellae 

in a wide variety of block copolymer thin film systems will be critical to the discovery of new 

materials for nanoscale lithography applications19. 

In the process of casting block copolymer thin films, the films are affected by the 

substrate surface energy, free surface energy Fsurface, substrate treatment (UV-Ozone Cleaner, 
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Plasma Cleaner, et al.) and annealing method (Oven Annealing, Zone Annealing, Solvent Vapor 

Annealing, et al.), so it is very difficult and challenging to choose the appropriate treatment. 

 

3. Thermoplastic elastomer Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene(AIBA) 

Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene is a brand new kind of triblock copolymer 

which has a center block of high molecular weight Polyisobutylene (PIB) and Alloocimene as 

first and end blocks. It developed by Dr. Judit Puskas’s research group20 through carbanionic 

polymerization. The chemical structure is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 1.4. The chemical structure of AIBA. Reproduced with permissions from [20]. 

 

Polyisobutylene is a unique polymer having special characteristics. First, because of slow 

diffusion rate of the dissolved gases the permeability of PIB is low21. Second, strain induced 

crystallization is preferred over slow thermal crystallization22-23. Third, AIBA’s mechanical 

damping and energy dissipation are high24-25. Finally, due to the abnormal relaxation time of 

chain segments, the time-temperature superposition relationship is different from that of ordinary 

polymers26-27. 

For bulk materials of AIBA, it obtained great mechanical properties reported by Dr. 

Puskas’s team. Compared to the Poly(Alloocimene-b-isobutylene) diblock polymer which can 
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exhibit thermoplastic elastomer properties, the AIBA triblock copolymer can have better tensile 

strength (~12Mpa) and elongation (600%)28.  

 

Figure 1.5. Comparison of tensile strength between triblock copolymer (AIBA) and diblock copolymer.  

Reproduced with permissions from [20]. 

 

Since the triblock copolymer AIBA can exhibit the thermoplastic elastomer properties, 

the phase separation morphology can be predicted. The phase morphology scanned by TEM for 

as cast film which was coated by spin coater with 2000 rpm is shown in Figure 6. The dark 

region represents the alloocimene phase, the continuous light phase represents the 

Polyisobutylene. 
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Figure 1.6. TEM image for AIBA (Alloocimene content form HNMR equal to 25.5wt%). Reproduced 

with permission from  [20] 

 

Until now, the understanding of this new triblock copolymer morphology in thin films is 

still very limited, as far as the information is known, it is limited to the phase separation 

morphology can be observed by AFM after thermal annealing. But the bulk materials are already 

have preliminary application. Such as, with polyethylene glycol as solvent, electro spun elastic 

rubber fiber felt. In this way, a hydrophobic biocompatible (non-cytotoxicity) fiber was obtained. 

Because of these properties, the fiber can be used directly as drug delivery or tissue scaffold in 

the medical field29. Therefore, the characteristics of AIBA triblock copolymer thin films need to 

be further explored and studied. For example, what is the effect of solution selection on the film, 

what is the effect of film thickness on the phase morphology, what is the effect of annealing time 

or temperature on the film? These problems will be developed to a certain extent in the 

experimental part. 
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4. Directed Self-assembly Block Copolymer Thin Films. 

In the traditional nanolithography industry, photolithography is used as the workhorse of 

chip manufacturing. However, the resolution limit of photolithography has pushed the industry to 

look at alternative routes of nanolithography. EUV has been suggested as a promising route of 

nanolithography, but EUV based lithography is still in research phase. Block copolymer 

lithography, on the other hand, has shown potential as a cheap alternative to photolithography.  

In order to successfully apply self-assembled block copolymer thin films in the above-

mentioned fields, it is very important to precisely control the orientation of microdomain of 

block copolymer thin films on a large scale. There are several methods to control the 

microdomain orientation of self – assembly block copolymers such as electric fields31, 

graphoepitaxy32, chemoepitaxy33, faceted substrates33, shear fields34, temperature gradients35, etc. 

But the methods listed above, only a few are able to operate on a large scale and meet the 

requirements of continuously industrial production. The difficulty of not being able to operate on 

a large scale is caused by the complexity of the techniques used to control the microdomain of 

self-assembly block copolymers. In addition, the mature process not only requires to be able to 

meet the requirements of large-scale industrial production but also to form high-quality patterns, 

the rapid rate of large-scale processing is also very important criteria. In order to meet the 

requirements of industrial large scale production, a method called Zone Annealing (ZA) or zone 

refining36 applied in the field of metal metallurgy and semiconductors is applied to the 

processing of self-assembled block copolymer films37–40. The principle of this treatment is to 

pass the polymer film through a region of thermal gradient so that the crystallization of the 

polymer tends to be confined to a limited narrow region. 
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It has been reported that under the high temperature condition of Block copolymer zone 

annealing (Hot zone annealing) (Tmax>TODT), it can be used to make the block copolymer 

grains.41 However, this method has a drawback, that is, the processing speed is very slow, which 

usually takes 1 day for every 2mm film. Therefore, there are still many challenges in how to 

realize the industrial application of this method. However, different from the hot zone annealing, 

there is a new method called Cold Zone Annealing39,42 (CZA) has been developed. The 

difference between them is that the maximum temperature of cold zone annealing (Tg < Tmax < 

TODT) is lower than that of Block copolymer order-disorder temperature. 

 

5. Orientation in Block Copolymer Thin Films via Cold Zone Annealing 

From the above discussion, we can know that block copolymer has phase separation 

morphology, it will show different self-assembled structures like Lamellae or Cylinders and so 

on. But how to fabricate highly ordered microdomains of block copolymer is the key to make 

block copolymer applied to soft electronic devices. 

Berry et al.43 discovered that cold zone annealing method can create highly ordered block 

copolymer cylinders, which are parallel to the substrate, with ideal orientational control, long-

range sequence and ordering kinetics are faster than traditional oven annealing. And the final 

result is shown in Figure 1.7. The parallel oriented block copolymer microdomains with much 

shorter annealing time and larger grain size were obtained by using the shallow temperature 

gradient (around 15 ℃/mm ) of cold zone annealing. 
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Figure 1.7. AFM phase images of 150nm PS-b-PMMA (fps = 0.75) annealed under Tmzx =210 ℃ and 

thermal gradient is about 17 ℃/mm. Reproduced with permission from [43] 

 

Based on the above experiments, Singh et al.40 further expanded its application scope. They 

modified the heating part of the previously developed cold zone annealing equipment, using a 

hot wire heater to reduce the heating area of about ~1 cm in diameter to the hot area of about 1 

mm in diameter. Also, the new substrate was a quartz wafer with a thermal conductivity at least 

100 times lower than that of silicon wafer, which produced a 3 times sharper thermal gradient 

(∇ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥~45℃/𝑚𝑚) than the previous study (∇ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥~15℃/𝑚𝑚). The new approach is called 

Cold Zone Annealing – Sharp (CZA-S). Use this new method, the perpendicular orientation of a 

hexagonally packed cylinder on a preferred substrate can be made. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. AFM phase image of perpendicularly oriented cylindrical microdomain morphology of block 

copolymer (PS-b-PMMA)  Reproduced with permission from [40] 
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Basutkar et al.44 further extended this method to achieve vertical orientation of lamellae 

microdomain morphology of block copolymer. This is delightful finding because it is the first 

time that the 100nm thin polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) coated on the 

quartz substrate which can obtain the vertically oriented lamellae microdomain morphology 

without any modification on the substrate (neutral layer coat, topographical) or system 

modification (surfactant, top-layer coat). Because of its high interfacial area and domain 

interconnectivity, block polymers with vertical lamellae microdomain morphology can be widely 

used in the next generation of nanoscale electronic devices. Since the cold zone annealing – 

sharp method is used in this thin film production, the film has the potential to be produced by the 

roll-to-roll manufacturing method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9. AFM phase images of 80nm PS-b-PMMA (33k-33k) annealed under Tmax =210 ℃ and 

thermal gradient is about 47 ℃/mm. 

 

Singh et al30 suggested that although use shallow thermal gradients cold zone annealing 

can produce parallel cylindrical microdomain morphology block copolymer. But it has a lot of 

defects in orientation controlling. Here, they proposed a new dynamic thermal field-induced 

gradient soft shear process. The specific operation is attaching a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
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pad on the block copolymer thin film during cold zone annealing. This process was named as 

Cold Zone Annealing Soft Shear (CZA-SS). This new method is more controllable than simple 

cold zone annealing. First of all, this method is widely applicable. Both cylindrical and lamellae 

block copolymer is suitable for this processing. Film thickness can range from 40 nanometers to 

1 micron. Compared with shallow gradient zone annealing, cold zone annealing soft shear can 

make 99% percent cylinder which covered by the PDMS pad, aligned with cold zone annealing 

direction. 

 

Figure 1.10. AFM image of 700nm thick PS-b-PMMA thin film morphology after different annealing 

method. Reproduced with permission from [30]. 

 

In Figure 1.10 the different each part from left to right is ( I ) Oven annealing in vacuum 

oven at 200℃ for 24h. ( ii ) Oven annealing with PDMS pad at 200 ℃ for 24h. ( iii ) Cold zone 

annealing with shallow thermal gradient (∇ T_max~24℃/mm) , T_max=200 ℃. ( iv ) Cold zone 

annealing sharp with sharp thermal gradient (∇ T_max~45℃/mm) , T_max=200 ℃. ( v ) Cold 

zone annealing soft shear with sharp thermal gradient (∇ T_max~45℃/mm) , T_max=200 ℃.  

Despite considerable advances in this field, there are still many challenges in 

manufacturing industrial-scale devices using self-assembly block copolymers. In order to 

manufacture vertically oriented cylindrical or lamellae microdomain morphology block 

copolymers on a large scale and with high quality, many treatment steps are required and take a 

long time. Therefore, the rapid processing of block copolymer films to obtain a large area of the 
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highly oriented vertical cylindrical and layered structure has not been realized. My research goal 

is to try to improve existing methods and design new strategies to achieve this goal. At the same 

time, understand the basic principle and governing the self-assembly process. 
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Chapter 2 Experiments 

 

1. A preliminary study on the phase morphology of AIBA triblock copolymer. 

1.1. Introduction 

Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene (AIBA) is the brand new thermoplastic 

elastomer developed and synthesized by Dr. Judit Puskas. With the development of this new 

triblock copolymer, more and more research has been carried out. Due to its unique chemical 

composition, AIBA exhibits excellent mechanical properties (tensile strength is around 12 MPa 

high) and its elongation can reach to 600%. At the same time, the new block copolymer has the 

characteristics of thermoplastic elastomer, so its phase separation morphology can be predicted. 

As a thermoplastic elastomer, AIBA has good biocompatibility and hydrophobicity. If it is 

dissolved by polyethylene glycol, it can be made into a free-standing rubbery fiber mat by 

electrostatic spinning technology, which can be used for drug delivery. 

Since Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene (AIBA) is a kind of brand new triblock 

copolymer. The understanding of its microdomain morphology is still in the preliminary stage. 

Roh. et al.20  made a preliminary exploration of the microscopic morphology of the polymer, and 

he found that AIBA had phase separation properties. The details of microdomain morphology is 

shown in Figure 2.1.1, the dark region is soft PIB phase and bright region correspond to the hard 

alloocimene region. However, due to the limited information given, only the phase separation 

behavior of this block copolymer can be known, but the thickness of the film is missing. 

Therefore, I will explore the influence of the film thickness on the Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-

Alloocimene microdomain morphology to a certain extent. 
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Figure 2.1.1 The AFM Image of AIBA thin film coated by spin coater (2000rpm) and scanned under 

nitrogen at various temperatures from RT to 90 ℃. 

 

1.2. Experimental Section 

Materials and Chemicals. Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene was provided by 

Dr. Puskas's research group and synthesized in their lab. Synthesis methods they published in 

another paper. I received three AIBA with different molecular weights and block ratios. The 

details were shown in Table 2.1. Toluene (anhydrous, ≥ 99%), were purchased from VWR and 

used as received. Silicon substrates were purchased from University Wafers. 

 

Table 2.1.1 The list of different AIBA 

 

Sample Block ratio Mn (g/mol) Mw (g/mol) Mw/Mn Solution Concentration 

AIBA-R2(2015) Allo-26wt% 237000 457000 1.93 2.27wt% 

AIBA-R2(2017) Allo-72.5wt% 258000 408000 1.58 2.57wt% 

AIBA-R3 Allo-43.2wt% 218000 387000 1.77 2.08wt% 
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Block Copolymer preparation. Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene were 

dissolved in Toluene with weight fraction from 2wt% to 3wt% for all three different kinds of 

AIBA. All block copolymer solution was shaken in shaker for 2 hours.  Silicon substrates with 

an area of   1.5 x 6 cm2 were cleaned with detergent, DI water, acetone, and toluene, after 

raising, it needs to be put into the UV-Ozone system (NOVASCAN PSD Pro Series) for at least 

2 hours. Then  AIBA  solution was flow coated (GRIFFIN MOTION stage) on the pre-cleaned 

silicon wafers. In order to obtain a relatively accurate film thickness, the gradient film is coated 

by controlling the speed. In this way, the relation between film thickness and coating speed is 

established. See Figure 2.1.2 for details. For annealing, The AIBA film shall be annealed in a 

vacuum oven at 85 ℃ for 24 hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.2 A. Schematics for Flow coating main system. B. Different thickness AIBA gradient film on 

the silicon wafer. 

 

Thin film characterization. The topography of BCP films was characterized using 

Dimension icon atomic force microscope (AFM made by BRUKER Dimension Icon with 

ScanAsyst) in tapping mode. The film thickness was tested by interferometer (F-3 UV) (made by 

FILMETRICS, model: LS-DT2). 

A B 
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1.3. Results and Discussion 

In this experiment, all samples were characterized by atomic force microscopy, which 

was used as the main basis to explore and study the topographic morphologies of block 

copolymer thin films. For AIBA triblock copolymers, we studied different block ratios to explore 

the effect of block volume fraction on the BCP morphologies. Because of different block ratios, 

we need to discuss them separately. 

 

(1) AIBA with Alloocimene Content-26wt% 

Atomic force microscopy was used to characterized all as cast and annealed films to 

explore the topographic conditions. The surface image of as cast film is shown in Figure 2.1.3. 

From the characterization of AFM, the film surface does not show any ordered phase 

morphology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.3  AFM images of as cast 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-26wt%)  BCP films flow 

coated from toluene. 

 

A1 A2 

B1 B2 
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In this case, the fundamental annealing was used in this experiment (Vacuum oven 

annealing). All the films were annealed at 85℃  (T>Tg-Allo) for 24 hours. The surface morphology 

of the annealed films changed which were shown in Figure 2.1.4.  

 

Figure 2.1.4  AFM images of annealed (85℃, 24ℎ) 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-26wt%) 

BCP films flow coated from toluene. 

 

We observed that the phase separation occurred after the fundamental annealing. 

According to Zhu60 et al.’s work and the AFM height and phase images of Figure 2.1.3, A1, A2, 

we can see that the AIBA (allo content-26%) film which thickness is around 60nm tend to form 

spheres of different sizes (A1, A2), the spheres’ diameter is around 100nm-300nm. Compared 

with the as cast film, the surface roughness is also increased, the surface height difference 

increases from 7nm to 30nm. According to the block ratio of this block copolymer, the 

Alloocimene makes up only 26wt% of the total. The light region of the phase image should be 

A1

  

A2 

B1 
B2 
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the Alloocimene phase and the continuous dark region is the poly-isobutylene phase.  However, 

when the film thickness increased to more than 200nm, the phase separation became less 

obvious. The surface roughness of the film also did not change significantly. We suspect that 

because of the high molecular weight of the polymer, chain extension and movement are difficult 

during the annealing process.  

 

(2) AIBA with Alloocimene Content-43wt% 

Atomic force microscopy was used to characterized all as cast and annealed films to 

explore the topographic conditions. The surface image of as cast film is shown in Figure 2.1.5. 

From the characterization of AFM, the film surface does not show any ordered phase 

morphology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.5 AFM images of as cast 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-43wt%)  BCP films flow 

coated from toluene. 
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Figure 2.1.6  AFM images of annealed (85℃, 24ℎ) 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-43wt%) 

BCP films flow coated from toluene. 

 

Similar to the above samples, after fundamental annealing (at 85℃  (T>Tg-Allo) for 24 

hours), the samples with lower film thickness showed obvious phase separation shown in 

Figure2.1.6, A1, A2. From AFM phase image A1, A2 and Seppala61 et al.’s work. We observed 

that the AIBA (allo content-43wt%) film which thickness is around 60 nm tends to form 

primarily perpendicular cylinders and a significant fraction of shot parallel cylindrical 

nanostructures. The diameter of the cylinder is around 200nm and the length of rods of parallel 

cylinders ranges from 500-800nm. Compared with the as cast film, the surface roughness is also 

increased, the surface height difference increases from 14nm to 35nm. However, because the two 

different block proportions are very close, which component represent to which phase cannot be 
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accurately determined in the absence of TEM and other characterization methods. But according 

to Dr. Puskas’s work20, the bright phase should refer to the alloocimene (The conclusion here is 

based only on experience). Similarly, when the AIBA (allo content-43wt%) film thickness 

exceeds 200nm, the phase morphology of the film will not change significantly even after 

annealing. 

 

(3) AIBA with Alloocimene Content-72.5wt% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.7 AFM images of as cast 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-72.5wt%)  BCP films flow 

coated from toluene. 

 

Atomic force microscopy was used to characterized all as cast and annealed films to 

explore the topographic conditions. The surface image of as cast film is shown in Figure 2.1.7. 

Different from the previous samples, this sample presented a relatively certain phase morphology 

of as cast film not as messy as previous samples. 
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Different from the above samples, after fundamental annealing (at 85℃  (T>Tg-Allo) for 

24 hours), both samples A and B showed obvious phase separation shown in Figure 2.1.8. From  

 Figure 2.1.8  AFM images of annealed (85℃,24h) 60nm (A1 A2), 200nm (B1 B2) AIBA(allo-72.5wt%) 

BCP films flow coated from toluene. 

 

the AFM phase image, we observed that the AIBA (allo content-72.5wt%) film which thickness 

is around 60 nm tend to form primarily perpendicular cylinders and a significant fraction of shot 

parallel cylindrical nanostructures which were like the AIBA(allo content-43%) 60nm film 

microdomain morphology. The diameter of the cylinder is around 200-500nm and the length of 

rods of parallel cylinders can reach to 2 microns. In the experiment, the 200nm film exhibited a 

new phase morphology not seen in other samples,  probably a more complex gyroid morphology. 

Compared with the as cast film, the surface roughness is also increased but no so much, the 

surface height difference increases from 20nm to 30nm. However, because the Alloocimene is 
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the major component of this block copolymer, obviously the light region is refer to the 

Alloocimene phase. However, this block polymer is different from others in that phase 

separation can occur even under thick film thickness (Thickness>200nm). 

To summarize, AIBA is a new block copolymer with good biocompatibility and 

degradability, and it is also a complex and not widely studied triblock copolymer. The 

information available from the literature is very limited. Therefore, in this work, the 

microdomain morphology of the block copolymer film within a predetermined film thickness 

was studied and explored. Mainly through atomic microscopy to carry on the characterization 

research. Through study, the as cast films for all three kinds of AIBA are not shown the ordered 

phase morphology or even phase separation morphology but after vacuum oven annealing at 

85℃  (T>Tg-Allo) for 24 hours, the films which the thickness is around 100nm all shown the 

phase separation morphology with different microdomain structure. Although we have shown 

above that the AIBA microdomain exhibit different morphologies under different polymerization 

ratios, but due to the lack of further characterization data, we finally defined it as the micelle 

morphology. And the density of micelle morphology increases with the Alloocimene volume 

fraction increasing. Although AIBA has been studied by atomic force microscopy, the phase 

behavior of the polymer film has not been fully understood. More characterization methods are 

needed to verify the phase behavior of the thin film microdomain morphology. 
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2.  Gradient Thermal Annealing Induced Gradient Soft – Shear for Lamellae Block 

Copolymer.  

2.1. Introduction 

Block copolymers in thin films have gained a lot of interest in past 2 decades due to their 

capability of forming diverse nanostructures having sizes, 5-100 nm, which are not accessible by 

any other method.  These different phase morphologies in thin films have a multitude of potential 

technological applications. In this case, the study on how to tune the microdomain morphology 

becomes an important point of the wide application of block copolymers. 

The microdomain morphology of block copolymer can be tuned by a variety of annealing 

techniques such as thermal annealing (oven annealing)46, solvent vapor annealing (SVP)47, direct 

immersion annealing (DIA)48, etc. Basically, the orientation of the block copolymer on the 

substrate is controlled by controlling the surface energy of the substrate49. In order to control the 

microdomain morphology of block copolymer at the nanoscale, directed self-assembly (DSA) is 

used wherein top-down methods like graphoepitaxy50, chemoepitaxy51 etc. to direct the block 

copolymer nanostructure into the desired orientation. Despite the state-of-the-art control of block 

copolymer microdomain morphology, the ordering kinetics in block copolymer is usually very 

slow in other words, usually hours of annealing time are needed for defect-free orientation. To 

overcome the low ordering kinetics of block copolymer, dynamic thermal gradient-based 

approaches like cold zone annealing (CZA) or Laser Zone Annealing52 (LZA) become the most 

promising way. 

Since the connectivity of the channels inside of the block copolymer thin films play a 

significant role in filtration and through-thickness ion-conduction membranes, but the single 

grain morphologies are typically not needed. Different from the other block copolymer 
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morphologies, the lamellar block copolymer provides a higher area for filtration or ion 

conduction53,54. For the electrolyte application, the connectivity of mechanically robust non-

conducting blocks provides high mechanical strength54. For ion-conduction, the ion-conductive 

block in lamellar block copolymer systems can provide excellent control over conductivity55. In 

order to further improve the reliability of lamellar block copolymer, completely continuous and 

defect-free channels are necessary. But it is difficult to implement this on an unmodified 

substrate. 

 

2.2.Experimental Section 

Materials and Chemicals. Lamellae forming Poly(styrene)-block-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) 

(PS-b-P2VP) (molecular weight 25-b-25 kg/mol) and Poly(styrene)-block-poly(methyl 

methacrylate), (PS-b-PMMA) (molecular weight 33-b-33 kg/mol) were purchased from Polymer 

Source, Inc. and used without any further purification. PS-b-PMMA has a domain size of 37 nm. 

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) homopolymer (molecular weight 600 kg/mol) was purchased 

from Polymer Source, Inc. 18% solution of Polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) (molecular weight – 75 

kg/mol) water was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Toluene (anhydrous, ≥ 99%), 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF, anhydrous, ≥ 99%), were purchased from VWR International, LLC. And 

used as received. Silicon substrates were purchased from University Wafers, Inc. Quartz 

substrates (thickness ~ 0.65-0.75 mm) used in this study were purchased from G.M. associates. 

 

Block copolymer thin film preparation. PS-b-PMMA block copolymer was dissolved in 

THF or toluene with weight fraction ranging from 2wt% to 5wt%, while PS-b-P2VP was 

dissolved in toluene with weight fraction ranging from 2wt% to 5wt%. Silicon and quartz 
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substrates with an area of 1.5 x 6 cm2 were cleaned with detergent, DI water, acetone, and 

toluene, after raising, it needs to be put into the UV-Ozone system (NOVASCAN PSD Pro 

Series) for at least 2 hours. Then PS-b-P2VP solution was flow coated (GRIFFIN MOTION 

stage) on the pre-cleaned silicon wafers. In order to obtain a relatively accurate film thickness, 

the gradient film is coated by controlling the speed. In this experiment, PS-b-PMMA thin film is 

only used as a comparative reference for the vertical lamellar microdomain structure of PS-b-

P2VP thin film in the main experiment. As for PS-b-P2VP thin film, we created a “sandwich” 

film. The following is the production method of this system. PMMA was used as bottom-coats 

and top-coats. Thin film of PMMA was flow coated on quartz wafer using 2wt% solution in 

toluene at a certain speed for a certain thickness around 35nm (Film thickness was measured by 

thin films interferometer). Films were annealed at 230℃ for 20min. PS-b-P2VP was flow-coated 

on the PMMA thin film coated quartz substrate from toluene and the film thickness is around 

35nm. The top-coat films were prepared on separate silicon substrates. First, PSS films were 

coated on the silicon substrates, and then PMMA films were coated over the PSS films. Then 

transfer top-coat films (PMMA) on the surface of PS-b-P2VP by the floating method. After top-

coating, samples were annealed at 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥=130 ℃ with the CZA system. The specific structure of 

the film is shown in Figure 2.2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.1 Specific structure of PS-b-P2VP samples. (Top-coat and bottom-coat was PMMA as neutral 

layer) 
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Cold Zone Annealing-Soft Shear set up. The schematic of the CZA-SS set up is shown in 

Figure 2.2.2. The basic structural design of the CZA-SS set up is based on a design by Lovinger 

et.al56. The cooling blocks are cooled at 10℃ by circulating ethylene glycol-water mixture using 

a chiller system (Isotemp). The hot zone is created by low resistance (0.025 Ohm cm-1) nickel-

chromium (1 mm diameter) wire connected to DC power supply (Volteq HY 1530 EX). The 

ceramic insulation wire with an inner diameter of 1.5 mm and an outer diameter of 3mm is used 

to insulate the hot wire. The temperature profile on the substrate is measured using a thermal 

imaging camera (Testo 875-1i). The temperature profile over the low conductivity quartz 

substrate and the structure of sample for soft-shear are shown in Figure 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The red 

solid dots represent the actual recorded temperatures and are connected by curves for easy 

observation. The temperature gradient (∇ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥~53 ℃/𝑚𝑚)  (slope of temperature vs distance 

cure) is 53 ℃/𝑚𝑚 on the heating side and 47 ℃/𝑚𝑚 on the cooling side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2. Schematic of Cold Zone Annealing Soft shear. (i, ii) Schematic of Cold Zone Annealing 

apparatus with different parts mentioned in the image. (iii) Temperature profile on the low 

conductivity quartz substrate as a function of distance. Reproduced with permission from [30] 
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Figure 2.2.3  Sample structure of Lamellae PS-b-P2VP thin film for the soft shear experiment 

 

Characterization. The surface topography of films was characterized using the 

Dimension Icon Atomic Force Microscope (BRUKER Dimension Icon with ScanAsyst) in 

tapping mode. The Grazing Incidence – Small Angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) measurements 

were done at beamline 8-ID-E of Advanced Photon Source in Argonne National Lab57. The 

incidence X-Ray beam having energy 10.9 keV impinged on the Block copolymer films at 

angles ranging from 0.10⁰  to 0.16⁰. At 0.16⁰, the X-Ray beam probes the bulk morphology of the 

film. For this work,  all GI-SAXS images are shown at 0.16⁰ to supplement the bulk morphology 

with surface morphology from AFM. The data was collected on a Dectris Pilatus 1M pixel-array 

detector. Data analysis and conversion to q-space were done using GIXSGUI58 software in 

MATLAB, developed at beamline 8-ID-E. The block copolymer grain sizes were calculated 

using Scherrer grain size analysis59 of GI-SAXS images. The baseline was fit to Intensity vs q 

profiles and full width at half maximum were used to calculate the grain size. The apparatus 

resolution, beam divergence and geometric smearing accounted for less than 3% of the grain 

size, so these corrections were ignored. 
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2.3.Results and discussion. 

In this experiment, we create a triple layer block copolymer thin films in order to achieve 

the gradient thermal annealing induced soft-shearing alignment for poor ordered block 

copolymer microdomain morphology. We coat PMMA on the quartz and top of the film to create 

a neutral interface between polymer-air and polymer-substrate. Hamley et al62 had introduced the 

mechanism of the neutral surface which can help the forming of perpendicular lamellae 

morphology. Because the quartz which was treated by Ultraviolet Light-Ozone has high surface 

energy, and the free energy of P2VP is also higher than PS. So P2VP segments are more likely to 

be close to quartz while PS segment are more likely to be exposed to air. In this case, the parallel 

lamellae morphology will be formed rather than perpendicular lamellae morphology. Since AFM 

is needed to characterize the surface topography, but the sample surface is coated with a PMMA 

neutral layer. So, the Plasma is used to remove the PMMA top-coat. In this step, the sample is 

placed in a plasma cleaning chamber, where it is discontinuously etched for 6min in total. In this 

way, the top-cast PMMA layer can be removed. Then the film needs to be raised with DI-Water, 

thus allowing characterization of the underlying BCP film. 

The AFM image of as cast film is shown in Figure 2.2.4. According to the topographic 

image of as cast film, we successfully made perpendicular lamellae microdomain morphology 

block copolymer thin film with the non-referential substrate. From Figure 2.2.4, we can observe 

there is obvious poor ordered perpendicular morphology. 
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Figure2.2.4 AFM images of annealed (CZA, Tmax=230 ℃, 50um/s) PS-b-P2VP (25-b-25 kg/mol ) BCP 

films flow coated from toluene 

 

Based on the above conclusions, perpendicularly lamellar BCPs films can be made with 

the method of using PMMA as top and bottom layer for PS-P2VP BCPs. 

The schematic of CZA-SS and sample structure was shown in the previous section. Cold 

Zone Annealing – Soft Shear tests were carried out to align the BCPs on template free substrates. 

Cross-linked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer of 0.5 mm in thickness was conformally 

covered on the poly (styrene-b-2-vinyl pyridine) film which is coated on neutral-modified quartz. 

The PDMS dimension is same as the sample. This also opens up the possibility of roll-to-roll 

(R2R) manufacturing. The PDMS-confined BCP film is then passed across the thermal gradient 

with predefined Tmax  (230℃ ) and (∇ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥~53 ℃/𝑚𝑚) for the CZA-SS process. Due to passing 

over the hot zone, PDMS being an elastomer, undergoes expansion-contraction cycle, thereby 

generating oscillatory shear on the BCP film underneath.  The CZA-soft shear was introduced by 

Singh et al.30 to align PS-PMMA cylindrical BCP films. The linear coefficient of thermal 

expansion of PDMS is much greater than that of PS-b-P2VP. That is to say, the block copolymer 
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glassy behavior restricts the thermal expansion of the PDMS-BCP interface. But, when it 

reaching to the Tg which is the point that PDMS starts expanding, inducing shear at the sample’s 

surface. After CZA-soft shear processing, the PDMS layer needs to be gently peeled off and also 

needs to be discontinuously etched for 6min in total by using Plasma cleaner. After the etching 

process, the film needs to be raised by DI-Water, thus allowing the characterization of the 

underlying BCP film.  As can be seen from Figure 2.2.5, CZA-SS makes the block copolymer 

perpendicular lamellae highly aligned. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.5 AFM images of annealed (CZA-SS, Tmax=230 ℃, 50um/s) PS-b-P2VP (25-b-25 kg/mol ) 

BCP films flow coated from toluene. 

 

Since the PMMA on the surface could not be completely removed by Plasma etching, we 

used grazing-incidence-small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) for characterization to ensure 

there is highly ordered perpendicular lamellae morphology formed. Figure 2.2.6 shows the 

GISAXS image of CZA-SS PS-b-P2VP film flow coated from toluene. In order to be able to tell 

whether there is an aligned perpendicular microdomain morphology, we did several experiments 
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from different angles (The Angle between the sample and the incident X-ray range from 0 – 90 

degrees). 
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Figure 2.2.6  GISAXS and line cut image of increase of the Angle between the sample and the incident X-

ray. Group A, the angle along the sheet is 0o, Group B, the angle along the sheet is 45o, 

Group C, the angle along the sheet is 90o. 

 

According to Figure 2.2.6, scattering X-Ray and characteristic peaks representing 

perpendicular microdomain morphology were observed only in group A. The other group image, 

similar scattering X-Ray and characteristic peaks are not found in other figures. This is sufficient 
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proof that the single direction cold zone annealing soft - shear is successfully aligned poorly 

ordered lamellae microdomain morphology for PS-b-P2VP diblock copolymer. As we can see 

from Figure 2.2.7 there is a sharp higher-order peak which is a signature of the well-ordered 

grains spanning the whole film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.7 Azimuthal angle analysis. The peak width can provides a measure of the grain alignment with 

respect to the direction of CZA-SS. 

  

Since we succeeded in using CZA-SS to make the l-BCP form a highly ordered 

perpendicular lamellae morphology, this greatly expanded the range of applications of the 

lamellae block copolymer, due to the characteristics of CZA-SS, it has great potential for direct 

application to roll-to¬-toll manufacture. However, there are still some problems with this 

experiment. First, the process of casting film is too many and the method of floating film coating 

is needed, which greatly hinders its industrial application. Secondly, the top-cast PMMA film 

cannot be completely removed, and a better method has not been found. 
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Chapter 3 Conclusion 

 

Alloocimene-b-Isobutylene-b-Alloocimene (AIBA) is a new block polymer with good 

biocompatibility and degradability, and it is also a complex and not widely studied triblock 

polymer. The information available from the literature is very limited. Therefore, in this work, 

the microdomain morphology of the block copolymer film within a predetermined film thickness 

was studied and explored. Through study, the as cast films for all three kinds of AIBA don’t 

show any ordered phase morphology or even phase separation, but after vacuum oven annealing 

at 85℃  (T >Tg-allo) for 24 hours, the films which the thickness under 200nm all shown the phase 

separation morphology with different microdomain structure. AIBA-allo content 26wt% tend to 

form spherical morphology, AIBA-allo content 43wt% and AIBA-allo content 72.5wt% tend to 

form primarily perpendicular cylinders and a significant fraction of shot parallel cylindrical 

nanostructures. The special case is AIBA-allo content 72.5wt% film which the thickness is 

higher than probably 200nm form gyroid morphology. To supplement these findings and 

construct a complete morphology diagram of AIBA triblock copolymer, more characterization 

methods like X-ray scattering etc. are needed to verify the phase behavior of the thin film 

microdomain morphology. 

Perpendicularly oriented lamellar block copolymer thin films have important technical 

applications. As a cheap substitute for traditional photolithography, EUV photolithography, and 

electron beam photolithography, block copolymers have a broad application prospect in the field 

of nano-photolithography. In this study, we have shown that we successfully achieve highly 

single direction aligned perpendicular lamellae morphology in l-BCP thin films by using 

Gradient Thermal Annealing – Soft Shear. We coat PMMA on the quartz as the neutral layer 
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between the polymer-substrate and flow coating another PMMA on the BCP thin films as 

another neutral layer between the polymer-air interface, according to the surface topography 

characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy, the non-preferential substrate ensures the formation 

of a perpendicular lamellae structure. Based on this, we conducted a new experiment which we 

called it Cold Zone Annealing – Soft Shearing (CZA-SS), Due to the characteristics of PDMS 

thermoplastic elastomer. The film expands as it passes through the hot zone, and then contracts, 

creating a shear force on the film. Atomic Force Microscopy and Grazing Incidence - Small 

Angle X-ray Scattering are used to characterize the topography of block copolymer thin film and 

inner structure of film respectively. According to the results of the characterization, the purpose 

of the experiment was preliminarily realized. Although, we have demonstrated the potential of 

CZA-SS to align lamellar BCPs, the real space images are not very high resolution due to poor 

etching of the top PMMA film. We are trying to etch the top PMMA layer using Secondary Ion 

Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) to realize clean etching of the PMMA layer in order to image the 

BCP morphology.  
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Chapter 4 Future Plan 

 

Poly(Alloocimene-b-isobutylene-b-Alloocimene) is a new polymer with good 

biocompatibility and biodegradability which can be used as a fiber mat for medicine delivery. 

However, the research on its thin films is still in the initial stage. In my opinion, in the future 

study work, the study on the phase morphology of its thin films needs to be further explored. It is 

necessary to use SEM or TEM to measure the size of the microdomain, and it is also necessary to 

further understand the influence of film thickness on the phase morphology of the film, as well 

as the microdomain structure inside the film. 

For the alignment of BCPs using CZA-SS, the applicability if alignment using this 

technique needs to be tested for other lamellar BCP system i.e, PS-PMMA, PS-PDMS and other 

morphologies i.e., cylinder forming, sphere forming PS-P2VP systems. If CZA-SS induced 

alignment works for all the above mentioned systems, the transition of BCP from lab scale to 

industrial scale would be smooth.  
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